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GOVERNMENT

OF PUNJAB,

.(J)

DEPARTMENT OF HOME AFFAIRS &,JUSTICE,
(H01.\iE-4 BRANCH),
To
1. All Deputy Commissioners in Punjab ;
,
2. Police Commissioners of Ludhiana, Jalandhar & Amritsar ;
3. All Senior Superintendents of Police in Punjab.
,Memo No.5j210j2017-4H4j5871-73
Dated, Chandigarh 06.11.2018
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Subject:- Guidelines/advisory
for regulating
organisation
and
'-'\ /
conduct
of
processions/
assemblies I
protests/
(\'f\ demonstrations/ dharnas/ marches etc.

pt

~~<~:r

iIm.-e.}';ffi-.

i

,h~

v'=\

'

,c

ir9.~ The Government of Punjab is deeply concerned about tragic
1'r8t....!::':..1' 1·a:~c1ITehts/mishaps which may take place due to mismanagement of
4f1.r-~....,... " "'croWas, large gatherings" processions and also due to non-compliance of
~,:'
provislons of various laws and statutory guidelines by various State
E' /'I
authorIties. Such a situation may lead to loss of lives and. properties.
'

~~~'~~p'
2..,~T.he Constitution of India provides for the right to speech and right
t 'r
t ~,

l

I
i

to assemble peaceably and without arms as one of the fundamental right
iL
of citizens subject to the reasonable restrictions/conditions that the State
if1./,
can, interalia, impose on such processions/
assemblies/
protests/
lpfd':
demonetrationsy dhamas /marches in the interest of sovereignty and
If,,<f~
integft1:jfof India, the security of the State, friendly relations 'with Foreign
1lUQ~:<;: ~~States;-public
order, decency, morality, in relation to Contempt of Court,
,ef'a:rfITrt'ion
or incitement to offences.

t1V"

3.
In view of the above and also in view of festival season, where large
•
gatherings take place at various places, the State Government has felt the
need for issuing comprehensive guidelines/advisories, which need to be '
followed by various autho~ities of State and organisers of various
functions / processions / rallies / religious
gathering
etc.
Accordingly.comprehensive
guidelines/advisories
for
regulating
organisation,
and
conduct
of
processions/
assemblies/
protests/ demonstrations/ dharnaa/rnarches
etc. in publicj'private places
~amed
and the same are given as. unCfer (which shall hereinafter be,
called as the Punjab Assembling and Procession guidelines / advisories,
2018).
4.
Notwithstanding the powers to be exercised by the Competent
uthority and the provisions of the Statutory laws/ rules in force, these
idelines / advisories have been prepared for the guidance. of the
'ompetent Authority, designated to grant the permissions for holding
rocessions/ assemblies/ protests /demonstrations/
dharnas/ marches
or public events
activities such. as a ~
commemorations,
elebrations, festivals, f~ches,
parade, congregation, social,
e~ra11ies,
remembrance, strikes, etc. organised by an individual,
rganization, authority or a group of persons at a public place,.

!

I
'.'

1

I

,)
'-I

~..

These ~delines/advisories are for the guidance and comp~~~ b:~;'""'--'

'l~nous agencies and stakeholders including police, CIVIl administration
~'~ organizing and conducting events like processionsy : assemblies/
.rotests/
demonstrations/
dharnas,'
marches
etc.
The
idelines / advisories lay-down the basic guiding principle and procedure,
t be followed and also for ensuring meticulous compliance of all laws and
r les as well as these guidelines without fail.
While granting

such

permission(s)for processions/
assemblies/
dharnas / marches, the Competent Authority
s all take into account and consider all relevant factors relating to public
o der, public safety, cleanliness and protection of environment, adequacy
o arrangements for handling emergencies, etc. at venue & route by the
o ganisers
of processions/
assemblies/
protests/demonstrations/
d arnas/ marches etc. The Competent Authority shall also ensure that
th organisers and participants shall not indulge in destruction of public
a d private properties, and thus ensure compliance of directions of
H n'ble Supreme Court of India as laid in case of Destruction of Public
a d Private Properties VIs Government of Andhra Pradesh (2009) 5
p otests jdemonstrations/

S C 212.

The Competent Authority shall also ensure that there is no
di ruption in normal life of individuals/ community in the form of traffic
ob truction & chaos, noise pollution by loud speakers of organisers,
po uti on of environment by throwing garbage etc, and thus to ensure
co pliance of directions of Hori'ble Supreme Court of India .in
Ma doorKisan Shakti Sangathan VIs Union of India with Civil Appeal
863 of 2018, Civil Appeal No. 862 of 2018 and Civil Appeal No.
86 of2018.
(A)

~,

Factors to be kept in view by. the Competent Authority, while
granting permission for such events:-Following factors should ~e
taken into consideration by the Competent Authority while granting
permissions
for
any
processions/
assemblies/
protests
/demonstrationsj
dharnaa/ marches etc as well by organizers of
these events:ssue of public s~fety .-To ensure that there is no threat to public
safety by such processions/ assemblies! protesta/demonstrationa/
dharnaa/ marches etc. There should not be any scope for loss of life
during such events.
bUe order: There should not be any breach of peace and threat to
law & order in the area. The members of such assembly, processkm-~
protest etc should not carry any weapon like arm/ammunition,
lathiesjfire arms etc.
~------

a'fety of public & private property : The organizers of such
events/ functions shall ensure that members of such assembly,
rocession, protest etc. must not resort to arson, loot and cause
amage to any public or private property. They will furnish
ndertaking -to the Competent Authority regarding this, while·

.

pplying for permissionand shall ensure compliance of directionsOf
onlble Supreme Court of India in case of Destruction

,

of Public .'

and Private Properties V/s Government
of Andhra Pradesh
(2009) 5 see 212. It will be made clear to theorganizers that they
will be held responsible for such destruction of public & private
properties 'and also about the fact that damages about such
destruction can be recovered from them and such a situation will
invite criminal action as well. This will also attract criminal action
under the relevant provisions of The Punjab (Prevention of Dam...!..ge
to Public and Private property) Act;2014 (Punjab Act No.4 of

,--.

2017).
(B)

Minimum ,days to apply for permission:

-

i. The organizer should apply atleast7 days prior to the, day of such
function/procession. However, In case of any urgency or as per the
demand of the situation or if the competent authority deems fit or if
there is any change of venue, th:is time limit can be reduced to five
days or as deemed appropriate by Competent Authority.
ii. The facilities required by the organizers like use of loudspeakers etc.,
should also be mentioned in the application/ corrigendum form
along with respective permissions for the same.
(C)

The detailed application as per the specified proforma should be
submitted to the competent authority' i.e. District Magistrate or
Commissioner of Police of the District or the authority to whom-this
competence has been delegated by a written order by the State
government. The application will be made available online by District
Magistrate of the concerned District.

r:

~_

Application and procedure to be foUowed:-

i

t

I,

~.

"

(D~ocedure
'for
obtaining
permission"
for 'holding
ru-ocession/assembly/
ral1ie,s/religious gath~ring etc.: -

.

a

,

(i)

An organiser, who .intends to organise a procession or assembly,
shall make an application in the specified Form 'A', to the above
mentioned Competent Authority, fifteen, days in advance from the
date of holding of such procession or assembly.

(ii)

After receiving the application under sub-clause (i), the Competent
Authority,
may
obtain
the
comments/
No
Objectiorr"
Certificate(NOC)/ permission, if considered necessary, from .the
following authorities/ departments:(a)

Commissioner of Police or Senior Superintendent
the concerned area,as the case may be;

(b)

Commissioner, Municipal Corporation or Executive Officer, as
the
case
may
be,
of· the
concerned
Municipal
Corporatiorr/Municipality;

(c)

Executive
concerned;

(d)

The concerned officer of the Punjab Pollution Control Board; ,

(e)

Civil Surgeon/ CMO of the District concerned;

Engineer/

SDO,

Public

Works

of Police of

Department

..'.

(n . Concerned

District Magistrate/Commissioner of Police incase
.of petrol pump/Oil depot situated neat thevenue;

(g)

Any other Department of the Central Government like
Railways, National Highway, Airport etc. if the function or
procession proposed to be organized, is in the vicinity of .such
public places/infrastructure
which are owned by Departments
of Govt. of India;

(h)

Any other Govern~ent department which, in the opinion of the
Competent Authority, is relevant in this case.
Fire Officer of concerned area to ensure that all safety and
precautionary measures are taken by the vorganizers and
concerned State authorities, to prevent any untoward. incident
due to fire; and
Concerned State authority to ensure that there is no violation
of Explosive Act, Explosive Substances Act, especially in cases
of sale, purchase, storage, transportation
and use of fire
crackers, inflammable materials like Petrol/ Diesel/ Gas and
other incendiary materials.

(iii) The Competent Authority, after satisfying itself, may grant the
permission in the specified Form-B, to hold such procession or
assembly within~ a period of ten days from the receipt of such
application.
...

(iv) The Competent Authority may deny the permission for the reasons
to be recorded in writing, which shall also be duly conveyed to the
applicant or organiser.
The permission by the Competent Authority, shall, however, be
subject to the following conditions, which shall be binding on the
organisers that -

(v)

a) the procession is of peaceful nature;

I

b) the organiser shall fully coordinate and' cooperate with the
District Administration and the Police force; so that there may be
no physical harm to any person;
c) the venue of procession or assembly has sufficient entry and exit :
points, to meet any emergent circumstances,
which should
ensure hassle free evacuation of people in the event: of manmade
and natural disasters. The procession/assembly
area should
have sufficient parking places, convenient to the participants in
the procession/ assembly;
d) no statutory provision of law is violated either by the organiser or
the participants of the procession;
e) no person s~all carry any arms, lathies or any other weapon of
offence, intoxicant or other hazardous
substance
in the
procession/ assembly
area.
If the
members
of
such
procession/ assembly wants to carry flag/placard, then the length
of pole of this flag should not be more than two feet. .
f)

no inflammatory speech or any unlawful activity is done at the

venue of procession or assembly, which may cause tension in the

A

~.,~;)

,t

5
area or create mutual hatred or create differences amongst
different communities, castes, groups, religions etc; .

, ,,..
j)

J

g) the traffic and safety rules shall strictly be followed during the
procession or assembly, for convenience of the general public,and
smooth traffic flow;
h) the organiser shall depute some members of the procession for
smooth flow of traffic and to guide the persons attending the
. procession which shall be done in' due consultation with the
District Administration and the Police;

"

I

.

.

r

i)

entire procession or assembly shall be video-graphed in
coordination with the Police force on duty, and a copy of such
recording is required to bemade available to the Competent
Authority, for its record;

j)

the use of loudspeaker
permissible decibel limit;

1)

,.

t:

.

£i

(
I

i
I~ .

I

f"

till lO:OOPM at

k) the organiser shall make sufficient and necessary arrangements
for public conveniences like, toilets, drinking water etc., on the
route and venue of the-procession or assembly;
.

.

j{

shall be restricted

In case of a procession or assembly is held near a hospital,
school or college, then the use of loudspeaker etc. shall, however.
be subject to further restrictions; as specified by the Competent
Authority.

m] The organiser shall ensure that no harm is caused to the
environment like cutting of trees, hedges or any other damage,
around the C1Tea
of procession or assembly.
n) An undertaking shall be submitted by the organizer in the
specified Form "0" stating that any damage caused to the public
property shall be the sole responsibility of the organizer.
0)

Organizers would ensure
that members
of' procession/
assembly/protest
have been informed of the conditions of
approval to the procession.

p) They shall submit permission from owner of the site, which may
be a government/ semi government entity or a private individual.
q) No explosive/fire arms or hazardous material, flammable, plastic
etc. be carried by any member of such Assembly or Procession.
r) The Organisershall attach the Site Plan in the specified Form-C.
of the route and venue of the procession. or assembly, including
the presence of railway track, airport,' highways, hospitals,
school! colleges, any other hazardous factory/establishment etc.
with the application for"seeking permission, to organise the said
procession or assembly.
s) The concerned State authorities shall ensure meticulous
compliance of instructions
! directions issued by various
Government Departments / Atrthorities y Coutts; both Central

J

and State Government, from time to time.
.(E) Cleanliness and environment protection at venue. route ete.:-.

I

1.

I

/

The organizers shall ensure that acts of members of .
.assemblies/protests / demonstrations / dharnas / marches
not result in degradation of environment & cleanliness
which may endanger health of people or lead to spread of

m.

The organiser shall ensure that no garbage or other waste
etc., is left at the venue of procession or assembly that may cause
inconvenience to the general public. If It is not taken care of by the
organiser, then the Municipality concerned, may charge the
expenses incurred to cleanse the area of such procession .or
assembly from the organiser. In the alternative, the Municipality
concerned may ask for an advance payment/ security to be
deposited by the organisers.

ii.

I
i

the route,
(F) Route Plan for the prQcession/ event.- While planning
c:
it may be ensured by the competent authority considering the grant
of permission that. -

I

i.

The organizer shall take steps in advance and plan route etc. so that
there is no blockade or hindrance to the traffic or public convenience
with special attention on institutions of public importance like
school, hospitals, etc.

ii.

The organizer shall decide before hand, the time and place of the
starting of the procession and where it will finally terminate. There
shall be no deviation of procession from the approved route /
programme.

iii.

The police officer in charge, as far as possible, shall allow the
request and may review and revise the route to be taken and lay
down conditions for a peaceful march or protest. There shall be
absolute prohibition of possession of knives, lathis, guns or any
other weapons by anyone participating in the march.

iv.

The route selected should not lead to traffic chaos and congestion.
Strict adherence to traffic rules & regulations should be ensured by
the members of organizers of assemblies/processions/protests
etc.
The act of these persons should not lead to traffic blockade or chaos
in area. They may provide volunteers and traffic marshals for this.

v.

A corridor should be left for movement of ambulances, fire brigades,
recovery vans, other vehicles carrying patients; vehicles of Police,
District Administration and those of Disaster management relief
forces.

vi.

The hospitals, schools and other educational institutions should be
avoided as far as route of procession/assembly/protest
etc. is
concerned.

vii. The route passing through areas where there are business or
residential premises of majority of persons, opposing such event
should be avoided.
(G)

Vehicles, their road worthiness and drivers:-It may be kept in
view by the competent authority while considering the grant of

permi~siQnthat -

I

The organizers shall submit details of the maximum-number of
people
or crowd who are likely to participate "In the
procession/assembly.
The itotal number of vehicles shall also be
mentioned in the proforma provided by the competent authority.
ii. The organizer ensures that the vehicle used in the procession etc.
are road worthy and are driven by men or women, holding valid
driver's license and who are not under the influence of any
intoxicants or psychotropic substances at the time when they are
driving such vehicles. The details of number of vehicles, their make
and number of occupants shall be within the authorized /
prescribed limits.
(H)

Videography of the procession I assembly / event etc.r-The
entire event from starting to end shall be got video-graphed
technically from the organisers, by the district authorities/Police at
the cost of the organisers.

(1)

Strict liability of organizers in the event of violence and
destruction
of public/private
property
by members
of
procession/ assembly:-

t

If any person or organization including a political party, calls for any
violent protest aiming to destroy public or private property, or calls
for any protest that subsequently results in destruction of public /
private property, the FIR shall be registered showing the names of -the leaders or persons who had expressly called for such protests. In cases where such a call was made through the official spokesperson
or through the official social media account/page of the .individual,
political party or organization, the charges shall be filed against the
chief office bearers of such political party or organization, as the
case may be.

I

I
(J)

I
~

I
J,

Arrangements to be ensured by the Police Department including
Crowd Management and Security arrangements:In addition to above mentioned, the concerned government agencies
like Police authorities/concerned
Central Government authority etc.
shall ensure compliance of the -arrangements given in Annexure
without fail.

Place:-Chandigarh
Date:- 06.11.2018

.

.~

.

(Nirmaljeet Singh Kalsi), IAS
Additional Chief Secretary (Home),
Department of Home Affairs & Justice,
Government ofPunjab, Chandigarh.
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Endst. NO.5/210j2017-4H4/5874-83

Dated, Chandigarh 06.11.2018

A copy of above is forwarded to followings for information and
necessary action :1. Principal Secretary to Govt. of Punjab, Department of
Industries and Commerce ;
2. Principal Secretary to Govt. of Punjab, Department of
Local Government;
3. Principal Secretary to Govt. of Punjab, Department of
Science & Technology and Environment;
4. Principal Secretary to Govt. of Punjab, Department of
Public works Department (B&R);
Principal Secretary to Govt. of Punjab, Department of
5.
Health and Family Welfare;
Principal
6.
Secretary to Govt. of Punjab, Department of
Transport;
7.
Director General of Police, Punjab, Chandigarh,
8. Additional DGPjRailways, Punjab
9. All Divisional Commissioners in Punjab
10. All Range DlsG&IGsP in Punjab.

secrf-: Home
Endst. No. S/210/2017-4H4/5884-85
A

copy

of' above

Dated, Chandigarh 06.11.2018
is

forwarded

to

followings

informatiorn1. Chief Principal Secretary to Chief Minister, Punjab;
2. Chief Secretary, Punjab, Chandigarh.
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.FORM-A

)1

[See clause 7(D)(iJI
.~

APPLICATION FORM FOR HOLDING OF PROCESSION/ASSEMBLY'
I/we

(name of the. organizer) (self attested ID
the

enclosed),

organizer' of the

(name of the. concerned, association/ organization), intend to hold a
procession or assembly, for
the

procession)

(purpose of
of procession),

(date

on

hours to

from

hours.

I/we here declare as follower(i)

that

the

procession

or

assembly,

approximately

going

to

persons (male

have
female

and'
. ,

& Children
(ii)

is

that in ,the procession or assembly, the number of vehicles,
shall be approximately

_

It is likely to require,(i)

_______

loudspeakers;

(ii)

________

chairs;

[iii]

____

---'__

table/benches

for stage.

I/we will provide,(i)

, ______

drinking water;

(ii)
~

I
,;

(iii)

fire extinguisher; and
______

toilets.

5

Route of the procession from

6

Venue of the procession

7

Area of Venue

---

-'-------,....-

to

-------

( size in square meters).

Signature of the organizer
Name

-------

Father Name
Address

--,----

------Mobile No.
------"
s, ,••~.:.

"

FORM-B

[See clause 7(D) (iiin'
PERMISSION FOR, HOLDING~ROCESSIONI ASSEMBLY
The

(name of the organizer), organizer of

the __________

(name

of the

association/ organization), , is

permitted to hold the procession or assembly on
___

hours to

hours. at

of
Punjab

• for the purpose

• subject
Assembly
,

and

permission is for maximum

Procession

• from

to the strict adherence of the

Guidelines/ Advisory,

2018.

This

persons keeping in view nature of the

route and size of the site.
Dated:
Place:
(Signature, of the Competent
Authority, with seal)

1n

I

FORM·C
[See clause 7(DUv)(r)]
ITE PLAN OF THE ROUTE AND VENUE

or

THE PROCESSION OR

SSEMBLY
(To be prepared by the Organiser / Applicant)

ated:
Pace:
Signature of the organizer'

11

.....

/

.......

.
~.

FORM-D
[See clause 7(D)(v)(n)}

,

"

..

UNDERTAKING
1.

I/we

(name of the organizer) (Self attested ID

enclosed), the organizer of the
(name of the concerned association/ organization), intend to hold a
procession or assembly, for
(purpose) on
(date), from
hours to
hours.
2.

I/we undertake that, (i)

the person attending the procession would fully co-operate
with .the District Administration and the Police force;

(ii)

the law and order and peace on the route and venue of the
procession, will be fully maintained;

(iii)

the parking area, shall be at mark 'A', in the site plan of the
'tenue of processiori.rwith exit and entry points;

(iv)

the prevailing statutes in the State of Punjab, would be
adhered
to by all the participants
present
in . the .
procession/ assembly;

(v)

no person, including the organizer, shall carry any weapon,
intoxicants
or any other hazardous
substance
in the
procession/ assembly;

(vi)

no inflammatory speech leading to hatred, will be permitted in
the procession/ assembly;

(vii) the traffic and safety rules, would be followed for convenience
of the general public during the procession/ assembly hours.;

I

(viii) the entire procession/assembly, would be video-graphed arid 8.
copy of the recording, would be submitted to the Competent·
Authority,
within a period of two days, after the
procession/ assembly;
(ix)

the loudspeakers etc., would be used at the restricted decibel
limits, during the procession/ assembly timing;

(x)

I have read instruction
same.

(xi)

the public conveniences and other amenities needed, in such
procession, shall be available at mark 'B, in the site plan of the
procession.

and undertake

to comply with the

(Note: - The use of loudspeakers etc., shall be at half of the
decibel limits, as compared to the. ordinary procession

if

such

procession/assembly,
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is

close

to

a

hospital/ school/ college or any other such institution;·
where it can cause nuisance).
(xii) - no litter or garbage, would be left l:;~;':dndat the venue site.
(Note: - In case any garbage/litter is spread over behind at the
venue, in that case, the municipality concerned may
charge for cleanliness from the organizer).
(xii)

no person in the procession shall, cause damage to the natural .
environment on the route or venue of the procession; and

(xiii)

no damage, shall be caused to any public or private property
on the route or venue of the processiorr/ assembly.

Signature of the organizer
Name
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Annexure
(See clause 7(J)
i,
AR. NGEMENTS TO BE ENSURED BY THE POLICE DEPARPfMENT
'INCLU ING CROWD MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY ARRANGEMENTS

1

There should be proper holding area before theentrance.

2

There should be proper access control at the venue.

3
4

There should not be Closed/locked exit.
There should be proper parking and movement ofvehicles.

5

There should be proper regulation of traffic.

6

There should be adequate and strong railings to marshal
thequeue.
There should be proper sectoral partitions to segregate
assembled crowd

7
8

There should be proper public address system to controlcrowd.

1

There should be proper deployment of security personnel to
regulate to contro1crowd.

2

There should be adequate scientific planning in making police
arrangement
to deal with crowd with proper sectoral
deployment under an officer with adequate manpower and the
each sector reporting to the senior police personnel in charge of
the police arrangemen!t.

3

There should be adequate wireless deployment with clutter free
call arrangement between sector in-charge and officer in-charge
of the policearrangement. All operational and transport vehicles
must have static wireless sets and the wireless communication
network in the respective jurisdiction of Commissioners of
Police/Senior Superintendents of Police should be effectively
functional.

4

Commissioners of Police/ Senior Superintendents of Police must
ensure that they have adequate supply of walkie-talkies,
backup batteries and chargers.

5

There should be proper briefing of security personnel on crowd
control beforedeployment.

6

There should be dress rehearsals before actualdeployment.

7

There should be adequate observation towers with PA system
and back up force with proper wireless communication with the '
tower to monitor and regulate crowd.

8

There should be adequate CCTVsurveillance of the 'crowd with
PA system to control monitor and guide as and whenrequired.

9

There s~ould be proper briefing of the personnel manning' the
observation towers, CCTV and PA system on dealing with
problems in effective manner as and when they see and observe
thecrowd.

T . There should be adequate walkie-talkies for the policeonduty.
11.

There should be adequate public announcement

1,.1

systems or

effective wireless system with thepolice.
12.

There should be adequate anti sabotage check of the entire area
and sanitizing the same against terrorist, extremist and
separatistattack.

13.

There should be adequate road opening parties to secure the
routes ofpilgrimage.

14.

There should be adequate door frame metal detectors and
frisking of pilgrims entering the pilgrimage area or persons
entering the gatheringarea.

15.

A complete stock taking/audit
of the available Anti-riot
equipment and ammunition be personally made by the Senior
Superintendents
of Police/Commissioners of Police in their
respective districts/Police Comrnissionerates. Any shortage may
immediately
be reflected to the· Headquarters.
Senior
Superintendents
of Police /Commissioners of Police should
personally inspect and ensure the operational worthiness of all
Anti-riot vehicles/ equipments and ammunitions.

16.

Water
cannons, recovery
vans, Vajras and ambulances shatl be
,.
.
personally.inspected, be made fully operational and be deployed
as per need.

17.

The generators of water cannons should be in proper working
condition.

18.

The local police shall identify re-filling points for water cannons
near the vicinity of potential agitation places.

19.

Complete anti-riot equipment including lathis, sticks, helmets,
body protectors, shin guards, shields etc. shall be physically
checked and provided to the force.

20.

Inspection
of tear gas equipment, munitions
shall be
meticulously done, test fired and audited. The staff shall be
well-trained.

21.

The availability of drivers, manpower and POL should be
ensured for all operational vehicles and vehicles to be used for
transportation of the supplies and manpower.

22.

Commissioners, of Police/Senior Superintendents
of Police
should ensure that they have adequate supply of POL and in
this regard they may liaise with Provisioning Wing of Punjab
Police.

23.

Effective liaison be maintained with all other stake holders in
the
civil
administration
through
respective
Deputy
Commissioners so as to ensure that all emergency services are
adequately briefed and kept in a state of operational readiness.

24.

All field units of police should be in active coordination with
Intelligence Wing and must also fully activate their speciaJ
branches so as to gather advance information regarding any
development posing a threat to peace and public order. AIl

~~'

inputs received from Intelligence Wing of Punjab

Policebe taken
most seriously and the follow up action, in furtherance thereof,

""6
be ensured effectively. Plain clothes men should be deployed at
all potentially flare up points and· points of important
congregations.
25.

While working out the details of additional requirements of
manpower, places of their stay must be identified in advance
and necessary transport and other logistic requirements be
worked out and catered to in advance so as to ensure their
welfare and effective utilization.

I

26.

Number of guides required for Central Armed Police
Force(CAPF)/ additional force from other unit should also be
worked out well in advance. Local police must judiciously be
deployed CAPF after assessment at senior level.

27.

Wherever Punjab Horne Guards have been provided for law and
order duty, they should be briefed effectively regarding the
nature of duty and adequately equipped for the same.

28.

Prior identification of trouble makers as well as of trouble
shooters be done. This will help in effecting preventive action, if
~qu!red. A connect with members of important organizations
and people in agitation mode should be made at appropriate
time from Police Station level upto Commissioner of
Police/ Senior Superintendent of Policelevel so as to ensure that
the doors of negotiations are kept open. A regular connect with
important representative of political parties; social groups;
intellectual;
members
of various
social and
religious
organizations should be maintained for pacifying the agitators
and also in quelling the rumors.

29.

If there is necessity of preventive detention of agitationists,
sufficient number of motor vehicles be arranged and alternative
sub-jails be got designated as per the need. Preparations should
be done in advance for making available sufficient kalandras
and 10s in case of preventive arrests.

30.

An advance planning should also be made for adequate
availability of lOs, buses for transportation, lifting parties and
protections parties, in case there arises a need of making
regular arrests of a large number of agitators.

31.

If during the protest, the protesters cause blockade of national
or state highways by parking tractor/trollies etc. these shall be
removed immediately and sufficient number of recovery vans be
got provided from Deputy Commissioner for this exigency.

32.

SHOs shall ensure proper identification of ingress points to the
highways so that movement of protestors to highways can be
stopped well in advance.

33.

City sealing plans and red alert plans should be well rehearsed.
"The security deployment in the peripheral, areas of town and
cities is of utmost importance to prevent ingress of troublemakers into the cities and towns.

~4.

gecurlty of Banks/ ATMs and currency chests

11';

IS

of immense

'-"----
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.FORM-A

[See clause 7(D)(i)l
APPLICATION FORM FOR HOLDING OF PROCESSION/ASSEMBLY
Ijwe __

---:

(name of the_organizer) (self attested ID

the

enclosed),

organizer

of the

(name of the concerned, association! organization), intend to hold a
procession or' assembly, for
the

procession)

______

(purpose of

on

(date

.hours to

of procession),

from

hours.

IJwe here declare as follows:(i)

that

the

procession

approximately __
__

or

assembly,

~

is

persons [male

going

to

_

have
female

and;

& Children

that in .the procession or assembly, the number of vehicles,

(H)

shall be approximately

-r-

_

It is likely to require,-

'.

(i)

_______

loudspeakers;

(ii)

________

chairs;

(iii)

____

~ __

tableJbenches

for stage.

I/we will provide,(i)

r

, ______

(ii)
(iii)

drinking water;
fire extinguisher; and

______

toilets.

5

Route of the procession from

6

Venue of the procession

7

Area of Venue

___

to

_

1

---

( size in square meters).

Signature of the organizer
Name

-------

Father Name --,.------..:.Address

-------

Mobile No.

.'

..",~

.,

...

~

..,~.:. .... ..

c

-------

---._-------

FORM~B
[See clause 7(D) (iii)i
PERMISSION FOR, HOLDING·~ROCESSIONI ASSEMBLY
The

(name of the organizer), organizer of

the __________

(name

of the

association/ organization),

permitted to hold the procession or assembly on
___

hours to

hours, at

of
Punjab

and

Procession

, from
, for the purpose

,subject
Assembly

is

to the strict adherence of the

Guidelines/Advisory,

2018.

This

'.

permission is for maximum

persons keeping in view nature of the

route and size of the site.
Dated:
Place:
(Signature of the Competent
Authority, with seal)
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FORM-C
[See clause 7(D)(vj(rH
PLAN OF 1'HE ROUTE AND VENUE OJ" THE PROCESSION OR
.r.ll,,,'>;Ji£:<'J.YAJUlUY

(To be prepared by the Organiser / Applicant)

r, ..~

Signature of the organizer

:

11

...

FORM-D
[See clause 7(D)(v)(n)]
UNDERTAKING
1.

I/we

(name of the orgaIlizer) (Self attested ID

enclosed), the organizer of the
(name of the concerned association/ organization), intend to hold a
procession or assembly, for
'
(purpose) on
(date), from
hours to
hours.
2.

I

I

Ijwe undertake that, (i)

the person attending the procession would fully co-operate
with the District Administration and the Police force;

(ii)

the law and order and peace on the route and venue of the
procession, will be fully maintained;

(Hi)

the parking area, shall be at mark 'A', in the site plan of the
'tenue of procesaion, with exit and entry points;

(iv)

the prevailing statutes in the State of Punjab, would be
adhered
to by all the participants
present
in the '
procession/ assembly;

(v)

no person, including the organizer, shall carry any weapon,
intoxicants
or any other hazardous
substance
in the
procession/ assembly;

(vi)

no inflammatory speech leading to hatred, will be permitted in
the procession/ assembly;

[vii]

the traffic and safety rules, would be followed for convenience
of the general public during the procession/ assembly hours.;

;

~

(viii) the entire procession/assembly, would be video-graphed and a.
copy of the recording, would be submitted to the Competent
Authority,
within a period of two days,
after the
procession/ assembly;
(ix)

the loudspeakers etc., would be used at the restricted decibel
limits, during the procession/ assembly timing;

(x]

I have read instruction

and undertake

to comply with the

same.
(xi)

the public conveniences and other amenities needed, in such
procession, shall be available at mark 'B, in the site plan of the
procession.
(Note:' - The use of loudspeakers etc., shall be at half of the
decibel limits, as compared to the, ordinary procession

if

such

procession/ assembly,

17

is

close to

~

hospital/ school/ college or any other such institution,·
where it can cause nuisance).
(xii) no litter or garbage, would be left behind at the venue site.
(Note: - In case any garbage/litter is spread over behind at the
venue, in that case, the municipality concerned may
charge for cleanliness fromthe organizer).
(xii)

no person in the procession shall, cause damage to the natural .
environment on the route or venue of the procession; and

(xiii) no damage, shall be caused to any public or private property
on the route or venue of the procession/ assembly.
D ted:

PI ce:

Signature of the organizer
Name .....-..:
Father Name

pt<

_

------

Address

_

I

Mobile No.

--------------

Emails :

12
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Annexure
(See clause 7(J)

There should be proper holding area before theentrance.
There should be proper access control at the venue.
There should not be Closed/locked exit.
4

There should be proper parking and movement ofvehicles.

5

There should be proper regulation of traffic.

6

There should be adequate
thequeue,

7

There should be
assembled crowd

8

There should be proper public address system to controlcrowd .

I

There should be proper deployment of security personnel to
regulate to controlcrowd.
•
'
, ,,

2

There should be adequate scientific planning in making police
arrangement
to deal with crowd with proper sectoral
deployment under an officer with adequate manpower and the
each sector reporting to the senior police personnel in charge of
the police arrangement.,.

3

There should be adequate wireless deployment with clutter free
call arrangement between sector in-charge and officer in-charge
of the policearrangement. All operational and transport vehicles
must have static wireless sets and the wireless communication
network in the respective jurisdiction of Commissioners of
Police/ Senior Superintendents of Police should be effectively
functional.

4

Commissioners of Police/Senior Superintendents of Police must
ensure that they have adequate supply of walkie-talkies,
backup batteries and chargers.

5

There should be proper briefing of security personnel on crowd
control beforedeployment.

6

There should be dress rehearsals before actualdeployment.

7

There should be adequate observation towers with PA system
and back up force with proper wireless communication with the
tower to monitor and regulate crowd.

8

There should be adequate CCTVsurveillance of the' crowd with
PA system to control monitor and guide as and whenrequired.

9

There s~ould be proper briefing of the personnel manning the
observation towers, CCTV and PA system on dealing with
problems in effective manner as and when they see and observe
thecrowd.
'

proper

and strong railings to marshal
sectoral

partitions

to

segregate

.~.

,-,

,"

I
I
~

1 . There should be adequate walkie-talkies for the policeonduty,
11.

There should be adequate public announcement

syetems or

r

,.,

l

effective wireless system with thepolice.

~".

12.

There should be adequate anti sabotage check of the entire area
and sanitizing the same against terrorist, extremist and
separatistattack.

13.

There should be adequate road opening parties to secure the
routes ofpilgrimage.
There should be adequate door frame metal detectors and
frisking of pilgrims entering the pilgrimage area or persons
entering the gatheringarea.

14.

15.

A complete stock taking/audit
of the available Anti-riot
equipment and ammunition be personally made by the Senior
Superintendents
of Police/Commissioners of Police in their
respective districts/Police Commissionerates, Any shortage may
immediately
be reflected to the Headquarters.
Senior
Superintendents
of Police /Comrnissioners of Police should
personally inspect and ensure the operational worthiness of all
Anti-riot vehicles/ equipments and ammunitions.

16.

Water cannons, recovery vans, Vajras and ambulances shall be
p:ersonally .inspected, be made fully operational and be deployed
as per need.

17.

The generators of water cannons should be in proper working
condition.

~~'

18.. The local police shall identify re-filling points for water cannons
near the vicinity of potential agitation places.
19.

Complete anti-riot equipment including lathis, sticks, helmets,
body protectors, shin guards, shields etc. shall be physically
checked and provided to the force.

20.

Inspection
of tear gas equipment, munitions
shall be
meticulously done, test fired and audited. The staff shall be
well-trained.

21.

The availability of drivers, manpower and POL should be
ensured for all operational vehicles and vehicles to be used for
transportation of the supplies and manpower.

22.

Comrniasioners . of Police/Senior Superintendents
of Police
should ensure that they have adequate supply of POL and in
this regard they may liaise with Provisioning Wing of Punjab
Police.

23.

Effective .liaison be maintained with all other stake holders in
the
civil
administration
through
respective
Deputy
Commissioners so as to ensure that all emergency services are
adequately briefed and kept in a state of operational readiness.

24.

All field units of police should be in active coordination with
Intelligence Wing and must also fully activate their special
branches so as to gather advance information regarding any
development posing a threat to peace and public order. All

inputs received from Intelligence

Wing of Punjab Policebe taken
most seriously and the follow up action, in furtherance thereof,

11:

'/6
be ensured effectively. Plain clothes men should be deployed at
all potentially
congregations.

flare

up

points

and, points

of important

25.

While working out the details of additional requirements of
manpower, places of their stay must be identified in advance
and necessary transport and other logistic requirements be '
\vorked out and catered to in advance so as to ensure their
welfare and effective utilization.

26.

Number of guides required
for Central Armed Police
Force(CAPF)/ additional force from other unit should also be
worked out well in advance. Local police must judiciously be
deployed CAPF after assessment at senior level.

27.

Wherever Punjab Home Guards have been provided for law and
order duty, they should be briefed effectively regarding the
nature of duty and adequately equipped for the same.

28.

Prior identification of trouble makers as well as of trouble
shooters be done. This will help in effecting preventive action, if
~qu!red. A connect with members of important organizations
and people in agitation mode should be made at appropriate
time from Police Station level upto
Commissioner
of
Police/Senior Superintendent of Policelevel so as to ensure that
the doors of negotiations are kept open. A regular connect with
important representative of political parties; social groups;
intellectual;
members
of various
social and
religious
organizations should be maintained for pacifying the agitators
and also in quelling the rumors.

29.

If there is necessity of preventive detention of agitationists,
sufficient number of motor vehicles be arranged and alternative
sub-jails be got designated as per the need. Preparations should
be done in advance for making available sufficient kalandras
and IOs in case of preventive arrests.

30.

An advance planriing should also be made for adequate
availability of lOs, buses for transportation, lifting parties and
protections parties, in case there arises a need of making
regular arrests of a large number of agitators.

31. -If during the protest, the protesters cause blockade of national
or state highways by parking tractor/trollies etc .. these shall be
removed immediately and sufficient number of recovery vans be
got provided from Deputy Commissioner for this exigency. :
32.

SHOs shall ensure proper identification of ingress points to the
highways so that movement of protestors to highways can be
stopped well in advance.

33.

City sealing plans and red alert plans should be well rehearsed.
The security deployment in the peripheral, areas of town and
cities is of utmost importance to prevent ingress of troublemakers into the cities and towns.

~4.

~ecurhy of Banks/ ATMs and currency chests is of immense

1f<

r

I

important as they could be the target of loot by unruly mobs.
35.

Security of vital police establishments and especially of Police
Stations is mostv crucial. In a law and order situation the
manpower of the Police ~~~,a~ion
gets involved in handling law
and order and Police' Station premises become vulnerable to
attack by unruly mobs. Th~~<.ifpre,
it is essential that a strong
detachment of additional force obtained from other units
remains deployed for the s~curity of the Police Station.

36.

Use of unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) can prove to be
immense help in monitoring the situation, provided, there is no
WIP movement in that area or in immediately adjoining area.

37.

FuJIy operational mobile striking reserves should be stationed in
Police Stations / Police Lines as well as near hotspots. These
strike reserves should be under the command of preferably
Gazetted Officers (GOs) or senior Non-Gazetted Officers (NGOs)
and Duty Magistrates should also be deputed with t.hem.

38.

The districts Control Room be kept in a state of red alert and
should be under the supervision of senior' and experienced;
9f{ecer who could effectively sift the actionable information and
also disseminate the same to the operational units as well as
the seniors.

39.

A special cell be established in the PPCR for effective monitoring
of any law and order situation having state wide ramifications.

40.

Proper briefing of all duties at a senior level becomes most"
imperative. Each and every police personnel should understand
the nature and nitty-gritty of the duty assigned to. him and
must take necessary action in the light of briefing given-to him
by his superiors.
.

41.

SHOs must be made to understand
that the onus of
maintaining peace and harmony rests on their shoulders vis-avis their respective areas of jurisdictions and also vis-a-vis any
specific, task assigned to them. While carrying out their duties
they should maintain utmost impartiality.

****
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